Isomerization and dissociation dynamics of HCN in a picosecond infrared laser field: a full-dimensional classical study.
We report a full-dimensional study of the classical dynamics of HCN-->HNC isomerization and of HCN rovibrational dissociation driven by a strong but nonionizing picosecond infrared laser field. The dynamics of the isolated molecule and of the molecule in liquid Ar have both been studied. Our theoretical and numerical results show that when all degrees of freedom are accounted for the field induced molecular dynamics can be totally different from what was found in previous studies, where the HCN molecule is restricted to a plane containing the external field. It is shown that as HCN is driven by an infrared laser field, the rotation of the H atom around the C-N bond provides an important and highly efficient energy absorption mechanism. In the presence of a monochromatic picosecond infrared laser field with an intensity of 10(13) W/cm(2), this energy absorption mechanism generates considerable HCN-->HNC isomerization yield or high rovibrational dissociation yield without molecular preorientation or prealignment. Our study of the field induced isomerization and dissociation dynamics of the same system in liquid Ar shows that the picosecond isomerization dynamics is insignificantly affected by the surrounding atomic liquid whereas the dissociation yield may be greatly suppressed in a high density liquid. The implications of this study for full-dimensional quantum dynamics of multiphoton rovibrational excitation and dissociation of triatomics are briefly discussed.